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Reagan Budget Proposal Strips VA of
$30.6 Million In Educational Loan Money
Social Security Already on Phase-Out
By MARK SEGAL
proposed cuts Ragland estimates
Marvin Ragland sits behind his that, "next year we could drop
desk, buried in paperwork, and from 69 to 54 per cent...and in
taps on his calculator for answers 1983-84 we could go down to 40 per
to the blistering budget cuts cent," (of the students that will
President
Reagan's receive aid).
administration has proposed for
As of last October 1,
the following school year.
Guaranteed Student Loans,
"It's going to be very hard to be which include VELA, bank loans,
an independent student," he credit union loans and those from
says. He should know; Ragland is savings and loan associations,
the director of Financial Aid at will be restricted to students with
I,ongwood. He and other college a combined household income
officials forsee serious problems (parents and student) of under
for students (starting next year) $30,000. Currently there are 897
who are receiving any form of students receiving this aid, or 38
financial aid. Statewide, Virginia per cent of the college population.
can lose $30.6 million in federal This $30,000 lid will constitute a 40
per cent drop in students getting
money.
Currently, 69 per cent of the this aid (a reduction of 349
students at Longwood are students). In terms of dollars, the
receiving some form of financial school now has students
aid — from VELA (Virginia borrowing $1.9 million dollars.
Education lx>an Authority) to Students will lose $766,000 under
scholarships. Because of the the proposed budget. Guaranteed

student loans for graduate
students will be completely
abolished.
The 1982-83 school year would
represent minimal loss for Pell
Grants. But in 1983-84, $91 million
will be cut. This would eliminate
over one million students
nationwide. At Longwood 44 per
cent of the money will be cut and
drop those receiving PG from 587
to 326 students.
Supplemental Grants (SEOG)
will be cut by 48 per cent and
leave only 31 students from a
current 59. But in 1983-84 the
program will be cut.

will be halted. This will reduce
the 425 Longwood students
receiving it by 50 per cent.
Ironically, students will not be
given much of a chance to work
for their tuition because the
Federal Work Study program
foresees a reduction of 26 per cent
in 1982-83. This, coupled with a
phase-out program for college
age social security recipients
does not leave many alternatives
for students confronted with

rising tuition costs in the years to
come.
Every September, beginning
next fall, social security benefits
will be cut by 25 per cent until the
student leaves school or turns
i
twenty-two. But for entering
freshmen there will be no social
security unless they are enrolled
as a full-time student before May
1, 1982. The program will be
completely gone for all college
students in four years.

News Briefs

By BILL BRENT
Presently, Longwood has an
NATION
$81,000 budget for State Student
Agreements between the State and Defense departments conAssistance Program aid. The
cerning
sanctions by the Western world against Russia in Poland's
Federal government matches
state funds. But in 1982-83 this crisis, are far apart. So far that President Reagan will decide this
program will be cut by fifty per week on the matter.
The countries floundering economy has changed President
cent because all federal money
Reagan's strategy in seeking passage of his 1983 budget. Reagan lacks
enough congressional votes according to White House reports. The
President will more than likely delay debate maybe until this fall.
In Atlanta, Homer Williams, father of Wayne Williams, testified
last week; his testimony has clouded the accuracy of the states cirtest — This is open to everyone on cumstantial fiber evidence. The prosecution contends that fibers
campus. It will be held in Lancer found on two victims came from a carpet bought in 1971 or 72 but
Gym from 12:30-1:30. Come and Homer Williams claims the rug was purchased in 1968 and produced a
try out the obsticle course in a photo to enforce his testimony.
wheelchair or with a blindfold on.
WORLD
You will find it is not as easy as
In Egypt, Prime Minister Fuad Mohieddin followed up President
you think.
Hosni Mobarak's appeal to the United States to start talks with the
Saturday,
Feb. 27
PLO to end hostilities in the Middle East. Mohieddin's statement to
Wheelchair Basketball Game — Parliament was on the eve of Middle East envoy Richard Fairbank,
The game will start at 8 p.m. It Jr.'s, talk on PLO autonomy.
will be the staff and faculty
The Sejm (Parliament) of Poland is debating the start of a
against students and spectators tribunal of state to try former Communist Party officials and
at the game. If you would like to economic reforms are being considered to bolster the faltering
play let TRO know at the door economy. Last week 4,000 people were arrested for violating Martial
before the game. You don't have law.
to know how to maneuver a
Robert Mugabe, Prime Minister of Zimbabwe, fearing an overwheelchair to play. Please come throw of his government fired Joshua Nkomo plus three members of
and support
activities.
his Patriotic Front Party. Mugabe lashed out against Nkomo in his
Bill Frazer, a handicapped efforts to conspire with white South Africa to knock him from power.
student at Longwood, has worked

Therapeutic Recreation Week
Some reel with disbelief at the
situation, give up like Dreyfuss'
in "It's My Iife Too," others, like
Joni, create with an intensity, •,
utilizing the pencil as a means of
release. Still more seek
knowledge — college and learn to
live life in the mainstream.
The subject is, of course, the
handicapped, and Ixwigwood's
Therapeutic
Recreation
Organization
(TRO)
is
sponsoring an Awareness Week
February 22-27.
In hopes of drawing the
President's and others attention
to the difficulties faced by
handicaps, TRO has organized a
schedule of activities for this
week which will help to put a
healthy person in the shoes of a
handicapped individual to get a

bird's eye view.
Tuesday, Feb. 23 — Disabled
Staff & Faculty — There will be a
number of staff and faculty
members on campus that will be
either Visually Handicapped or in
a Wheelchair on this day.
Wednesday, Feb. 24 Scavenger Hunt — This is open to
everyone on campus. The object
is for you to find as many
architecturally barriers on
campus. Write down your list of
barriers, along with your name,
box and phone number. Place
this in the box at the SUN office,
dining hall, or mail room by 6:30
today. The person with the most
barriers wins a "TRO T-Shirt."
Thursday, Feb. 25 —
Wheelchair
and
Visually
Handicapped Maneuverability

(Continued on Page 8)

Wednesday,
Thursday
"BLOODMOBILE"
BY GIEIST

12 PM-6 PM
ABC ROOMS
SIGN UP IN
NEW SMOKER

VAX k Loufwoodi newest performing arti ensemble. (Story on pnfe t)

Inside
Page 2
Is Rock Art'.'
Page 5
The rise of Dungeons and
Dragons. From the Sticky web
to an infinite network of
fantasy.
Page 6
Gary Thornill tells why Ron
Orr and Joe Remar are vital
to LC b-ball.
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By RUSTY ROXX
IS ROCK ART?
(Parti)
It is an often asked question,
and a reasonable one, if rock is
art. Of course, one can argue the
aesthetics of what makes a work
"art" but, if we take "a
distillation and projection of
experience" as a raison detre for
art and we agree that art, to be
good art, must be 1) fresh, 2)
have viable communicative
ability, 3) be contained and
ultimately time or space land
therefore time to space, space to
space relation) and 4) must be
coherent. Though these rules are
fairly arbitrary, all great art falls
into their category.
Music has certain relation to
the other arts but not always. The
vast amount of music we call
"art music" or (a less attractive
term), "serious music" was
almost always written for
immediate
and
terminal
consumption. In fact, creating
music for the ages is a relatively
new concept, one that did not
exist before Beethoven. Operas
were done, then thrown away, in
fact we know little about a
number of facets of music (i.e.
the performance of chant)
because, until the nineteenth

Tuesday, February 23, 1982
Song," illustrates the way in
which southern rockers tend to
produce highly accessible,
roughly hewn melody, and
common experience to make a
"folk music" which, though often
unoriginal, is nonetheless a foot
stompin' good time music.

Is Rock Art?

necessarily better, and that the
inaccessible is not always higher.
Complexity is not the only
criteria by which art is judged.

Then we have the Eno's,
Fripp's and the "avant-garde
rok" (that's how they spell it)
that is almost as pointless as it is
At the opposite end of the useless. Most of these musicians
spectrum there exists the so- seem to consider themselves
called "classical rockers" The from some dimension of a higher
Moody Blues, Pink Floyd, Yes, order, as most of their listeners
etc. They tend to sing of the (which are few) seem to consider
Their
music
cruelty of cosmic energy and themselves.
sometimes
succeeds
despite
bizzare shafts of light from
distant planets. Sometimes their itself.
formulas work well and, in some
Just as there is a razor thin line
cases, approach the realm of art.

century most of the music- overwhelmingly successful.
performed was contemporary. There is a great intercourse
We can reconstruct visual art between contemporary
techniques by examination of a composers and rock musicians
past work and dance (or drama)
from pictures — we can only do
...Southern Rock...neither wants
so much with incomplete scores
where improvisation and
"possible" or orchestrations
nor seeks the pretension of art.
leave the best of musicologists at
odds with each other.
So what does this seemingly that has benefited all. But just but at other times their music is which divides hate and love,
open-ended discussion have to do because something is called an hilarious self-parody (for there is also one that separates
with rock? Can it be said that the "opera"
that
doesn't example Yes — "The Circus of art and kitsch. So far I've been
Who has created works on par automatically make it art. Many Heaven") and occasionally their twisting the knife in the excesses
with Brahms ... or Bach?
people will tell you rock is just lyrics break down to an of these groups, which is easy to
Today, more rock groups are electrified folk music.
incoherent spacebabble.
do. But there is a select group of
seeking the "legitamate" tag.
A good example of this point is
rock songs that are truly
What this group of rockers fails delicious. And, next time, we'll
Rock Operas such as "Tommy," Southern Rock which neither
"Jesus Christ Superstar" and wants nor seeks the pretension of to understand (a good deal of the examine some of them.
"Godspell"
have
been art. Blackfoot's "Highway time) is that longer is not

VAE-Get Out and Sing
By CINDY CORELL
V.A.E. is a group of sixteen
energetic, talented singerdancers, an enthusiastic director
and a skilled accompanist.
V.A.E., (Vocal Arts Ensemble),
is I-angwood's newest performing
ensemble, basically a show choir
including vocals, choreography
and
multi-instrumental
accompaniment.
"We still need some more funds
for equipment, but as far as the
rest goes — the group itself is off
the ground," said director
Louard Egbert, motioning
toward the ensemble as they
were working through the as yet
rough formation of one
choreographed number. "What
we hope to be is a sort of publicrelations group," he said. "We
want to get out and sing."
The group is currently
rehearsing
each
Friday
afternoon and Saturday morning,
filling their repertoire with
mainly popular numbers. Many
selections will be choreographed
and will be performed in
costume, while some will be
performed in standing position.
"We want anyone who has ever
been involved in anything like
this before to come out and
audition for us," said Dr. Egbert
"We are interested in people whc

4&$£

can sing, dance and read music
fairly well. This semester we will
need another tenor, a jazz
pianist, an electric bass player,
and a drummer." Anyone
interested in any of these
positions should see Dr. Egbert in
the Music Dept. as soon as
possible, one credit hour is
available to members of the
ensemble. Vocal Arts Ensemble
was originally organized in the
fall of 1980. That group
performed as a part of the
Oktoberfest "Pops" concert and
also performed with the Jazz
Band Mardi Gras weekend in
1981.
The group is planning at least
one on-campus performance this
semester, probably during
Spring Weekend. This summer
they will be returning for a
workshop given by visiting artist
Kirby Shaw, the nationally
known Jazz Show Choir composer
and arranger. Dr. Egbert hopes
anyone interested in joining the
group next semester will attend
this workshop and will also
return to campus one week early
to organize the ensemble for next
semester.
The group is divided equally
into four vocal parts and the
members are: soprano: Marcie
Swale, Angie Peters, Theresa

CARTERS
flower shop
Karim ilk-.Virginia TM.H)\

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR FLOWERS,
PLANTS & OUT OF TOWN ORDERS.

PHONE: 392-3135

John, Sabra Seneff, alto Brenda
Davis,
Ann
McGehee,
Amy McGonigle, Lisa Bowers;
tenor: John Scott, Jeffrey
Thomas, Dane Yonce; and
baritone-bass: Horace Scruggs
III, Gordon Parr, Robert
Graham, and David Brooks.
Jeanne Drewer is accompanist
and choreography will be done
mostly by Horace Scruggs III,

Sabra Seneff and Dr. Egbert. So V.A.E., come on out and let them
watch for more news about entertain you!

r-^

V^>

Royal
Garden
Restaurant

Applying to Graduate
School (MBA) — Thursday,
February 25,1982, at 1 p.m. in
Placement Conference Room.
Film — Your Job: Applying
for It — Thursday, February
25, 1982 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Campus School Library.

It's wise to dine out at the Royal
Garden Restaurant. Featuring the
family and student night
Tuesday and Wednesday.

Career Opportunities in Life
Insurance — Tuesday, March
2,1982 at 1 p.m. in Placement
Conference Room.

I

Resume
Writing
—
Tuesday, March 9,1982 at 3:30
p.m. in Placement Conference
Room.
Career Opportunities with
the Internal Revenue Service
— Wednesday, March 10, 1982
at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.Please
come to Placement Office to
sign up.
Good Meal Manners —
Another Reason for Being
Hired ... or Not — Thursday,
March 18, 1982 at 5 p.m.
(Dinner Meeting in Virginia
Room)

every

THIS TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY SPECIALS.

Film — Your Job: Finding
the Right One — Wednesday,
March 3, 1982 at 3:30 in the
Campus School Library.
Video Tape — Interviewing
Skills — Tuesday, March 9,
1982 at 12:45 p.m. in Hiner
Building, Studio A.

3^r—*K%<

E3S

/-»

1 BEEF CHOW MEIN itgg Roil ( s.-.om.d ■*•)
2 SWEET & SOUR PORK iegg R0II < s.eomed Rtc«|

$3 75
$3.95

3. FISH & OYSTER Cole Slow 8 B-o.led Potatoes,
4. NY STEAK Cole Slow £ Broiled Potoloes)

$3.95
$3.95

WE ALSO FEATURE LUNCH SPECIALS, FINEST DINNERS,
CARRY OUT SERVICE AND BANQUET FACILITIES

HOURS:
LUNCH, TUESDAY SATURDAY
DINNER, TUESDAY THURSDAY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SUNDAYS.
MONDAY

II 30-230
5PM 9PM
5PM-10PM
1) :30AM 9PM
CLOSED

! COME DINE WITH US...
PHONE 392-6036
COLLEGE PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
FARMVILLE, VA.

Cn

1- -

•"Jf&.G

2
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What a perfect way
to show your love!

GOLIV

A Keepsake diamond
engagement ring expresses
your love so beautifully.
Keepsake diamonds are
guaranteed in writing for
precise cut. perfect clarity
and fine white color.
Choose a perfect Keepsake
ring from our collection of
beautiful styles at a wide
range of prices.

Kn psake.
Whi'ii you know it's for

ki > pa

Keepsake
Kryistrnil l>iamomi R.nfp

Student Union presents "Jr. Cllne and the Recliners" In a
Saturday Night Alive performance on February 27, 1982. "Jr. Cllne
and the Recliners" are a 7-man group from Wheaton, Maryland, who
play a combination of soul and rhythm and blues. Their music consists
of songs by performers such as Marvin Gaye, Lou Reed, Wilson

Plckett, Ray Charles, and many others. Lower dining hall on Saturday, February 27, at 9 P.M. Admission is only $2 for Longwood
students and $3 for guests. (ID's are required for everyone at the
door.)

special interest are three series
of works in which the artist has
elaborated upon a particular
theme. "Often an artist does not
exhaust everything in one
drawing," Springer says, "but
has an idea that carries over into
several works."

123 N. Main St.
Farmville, Va.
392-6336

V a. Teachers

Art Series Displayed For Next Month
Farmville, Va., February 16,
1982 — Recent work by Homer
Springer, associate professor of
art at Ix)ngwood College, is
featured in the Bedford Gallery
at the college through March 19.
The exhibit includes drawings,
paintings, and assemblages. Of

MARTIN
THE JEWELER

His "Homebodies" series was
inspired by American literary
figures who "had a special
attachment to their homes." The
four works, done in a variety of
drawing and collage media on
handmade paper, focus on Henry
David
Thoreau,
Emily

Homer L Springer, Jr.
. rECENr WORK
on exhibit in Bedford Gallery

at Longwood College, Farmville
FEBRUARY18-MARCH19,1982
Bedford Gallery hours. Monday thru Friday, 9 a.m. to 12 noon and
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Salaries

A VEA study indicates that
Dickinson, Thomas Wolfe, and first year teacher salaries in the
Flannery O'Connor.
state of Virginia in 1981-82 ranged
The theme of the second series, from $14,224 in Northern Virginia
consisting of three acrylic to $9,500 in other state areas.
paintings, is the American
Indian. In these works, Springer
concentrates on the "Victorian
OFFER ROM THE
idea of the Indian as the noble
OLDEST AND LARGEST TRULY
savage, a romantic character."
The most recent of these
INTERNATIONAL
BOOKCLUB.
paintings, titled "Quanah
"A Belter Way To Buy Books''
Parker," depicts a blue-eyed
The Acodemic Book Club has ex
Comanche whose mother was a
ponded the idea of a traditional
white woman kidnapped from her
book club into a completely new
home in Texas.
and unique concept
The third series, titled "Ikons,"
consists of three-dimensional
SAVE 20-40%
assemblages which the artist
ON ANY BOOR IN PRINT!
calls "homage pieces or small
religious statements." He has
SAVE UP TO 80%
used a variety of found and made
ON SELECTED TITLES.
objects, including plant forms,
• NO GIMMICKS
scrap wood, old mirrors, pages
• NO HIDDEN CHARGES
from old books, and doll-like
• AND HO HARD SELL
figures.
Just low low prices every day of
In the Ikon works, Springer
the year unlimited choice of
makes
"very
personal
books and 'osf efficient per
statements" about the Madonna
%onal service on every order
and Child, St. Francis, Nicholas
ACADEMIC BOOK CLUB
II (who was recently elected a
USA Cope Vincent New York l3o>H 0 l«*V
saint by the Russian Orthodox
CANADA 105 Wellington Si
Catholic Church in America),
K.nqston Oft K/l '»( '
FUROPf Postbus IWI I0O6 AP Ams»
and Emily Dickinson. This last
The Netherlands
work is titled "The Day Emily
ASIA '8 First Cross Street Colombo II
Sn Lanka
Dickinson's Soul Was Fulled Up
AFRICA PO Bo* 4° laro Oq<
To Paradise, leaving Amherst,
N'q«'( o
Massachusetts Below Forever."
Oeor ABC
Please tell me without any obliqai
A member of Longwood's
my port how I inn order •"• WiyetH
faculty for the past 13 years.
my friends anywhere in the world any book
in print from any publisher from a- .
Springer teaches drawing, basic
try in almost any lanquoq*
design, and art education
Tell me m addition how I ton sove 20 40'*
on these boohs |Oining the ACADfWK
courses. He holds degrees from
BOOK CLUB and paying a membership fee
Virginia Commonwealth
os low as I H« daily '$o SO annually I
I understand thai one of the features o*
University and Towson State
the Hub if thoi I am not now not w.ll I eve'
be under any obligation whaisoe**'
University in Maryland.
any particular bonk "• quantity of books
A native Virginian, he attended
fl ,iii Ai odtfl
I
PICASI fRtNi
Bluestone High School and
graduated from Oreensville
NAMf
County High School. He is
married to the former Maryann
AOOftfSS
Dianis, daughter of Paul Dianis,
Jr., of Kmporia.
Springer's exhibit is open to the
public during regular Bedford
r- rooi
Gallery hours: Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to
NOTF
DAIF.
5 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 2 to

NEW

6 p.m.
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ROTC Basic Camp Gives

Your Turn
IFC Questions Administration's
Tactics On Alcohol Prohibition

i

Editors Note: This is a copy
of a speech that Mr. Bradbury
made at last Tuesday's press
conference. Since then an
agreement has been made between the IFC and the administration.

. To Editor, The Rotunda:
This statement concerns the
consumption of alcohol in
! Fraternity Chapter Rooms.
Nearly a month ago one of the
i fraternities on campus was
charged with illegal consumption
of alcohol in its chapter room.
Later, al! charges were
dropped as there were no clear
i cut
definitive
guidelines
concerning this issue. As I said
before, here we are a month later
»nd still no decision has been
made.
It is the opinion of many
Fraternity members on campus
that our basic civil liberties are
being denied. We pay the college
rent to lease these rooms. We are
forced to abide by visitation
guidelines established by the
college and yet we are not
afforded the same rights as other
students.
These chapter rooms are not
public places; we are allowed to
conduct our ritual meetings and

The
Rotunda

Longwood
College

F.ditor-ln-Chief
Mark Segal
ASST. EDITOR
Jor Johnson
FEATURE Kllllllll
lodiA Krr-.r\
SI'ORTS KDITOR
Mlkr I.* rich
I'lloTtM.HAI'in KDITOR .. Alan Nnst
NKWS EDITOR
Hill Html

rXDVER risiM. MANAGER
Richard Hrnnrll
HI SINKS* MANAGER. Barrj Drivrr
GRAPHICS KDITOR
Shawn Won?
STAFF: . Cindy CorfII. Johnrl Bro»n
Kay Schmidt. Ronnie Hnmn

Too Much
—Too Soon
Northwestern University's
Endicott Report states — "94 per
cent of the companies surveyed
are
satisfied
with
the
performance of the 1981
graduates. When the employers
had complaints they were:"
1. The graduates' unrealistic
goals. "They expect too much too
soon!"
2. Poor communication skills.
3. Weak in time management,
ability to handle pressure, and
maturity.
4. Lack of motivation,
confidence, and career direction.

Correction
Mambcrofthe VIMCA
Pubhthtd weekly during fha Collaga
yaar with the eiception el Holidays and
examinations pariods by tha students ot
Longwood College, Farmville. Virginia
Printed by The Farmville Herald
Opinions eapressed art those ot the
weekly Editorial Board and Its
columnists, and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the stutfont body or
me administration.
Letters to the Editor are welcomed
They must be typed. Iignpd and submitted to the Editor by the Friday
preceding publication date. All letter»
are sublecf to eeytlng

The Speleology class (Earth
Science 372, 4 credits) to be
offered this May 16-29 will meet
initially at Jeffers Auditorium,
but will depart on May 16 for
West Virginia for the two weeks.
lxxlging will be at field houses
(total cost of lodging $15.00;
meals extra). The class will
return to Longwood on the
evening of May 29.

Sample Before Buying

Army ROTC Basic Camp offers
college students better than a
money back guarantee.
"Basic Camp gives students
the chance to sample Army life
before they make a decision to
enroll in the Army ROTC
program," said CPT Tom
Stanford, Assistant Professor of
Military Science at Longwood.
"It's better than a money back
guarantee because students
receive top mental and physical
training during Basic Camp and
are paid for their time whether or
not they choose to continue."
This past summer more than
2,000 college students from
across the country spent six
weeks at Fort Knox, Kentucky
undergoing intensive Basic Camp
training. Those completing the
course successfully were given
the option to enroll in the Army
ROTC Advanced Course and take
advantage of ROTC's two-year
program.
"Students who take part in
Basic Camp have either recently
transferred from colleges that
don't offer Army ROTC, are
recent community or junior
college graduates, or are young
men and women who, after two
years, have suddenly decided to
take a look at Army ROTC," said
CPT Stanford.
Six students from Longwood
went through Basic Camp last
summer. According to CPT
Stanford, all of these students
continued in ROTC.
"Most of the students can't
and our current budget is only
$32,000. Instead of a $16,000 wait to enroll in the Advanced
increase, we have only had an Course," CPT Stanford said.
$8,000 increase. If Mr. Rollins
would like for us to have a
current budget of $36,000, we
would be more than happy to
accept the extra $4,000.
Cathy Roach, Treasurer
Student Union

business in them without the
threat of public interference.
Recognized
and
even
unrecognized student groups are
allowed to reserve the party
rooms in Cox and Frazer
dormitories for the explicit use of
consumption of alcohol in them.
It seems pretty foolish to me and
also detrimental to the reputation
of the college to allow drinking in
these public areas but not in a
private area such as chapter
rooms.
One benefit that could be
realized by the college by
allowing this activity in chapter
rooms is that it would open up
other areas on campus for
independent students to conduct
parties. Also, it would encourage
fraternity members to stay on
campus and not have to
experience the dangers of driving
under the influence of alcohol.
Our main bone of contention, as
I've already indicated to Dr.
Salters in writing, is that the
fraternities wish to abide by and
be afforded the privileges of the
citizens of the state of Virginia,
the students of Longwood College
and the national laws that we are
subject to.
Dallas Bradbury

Well Take The
Extra Cash
Editor, The Rotunda:
The Student Union would like to
thank Duke Rollins for his kind
comments about us in a recent
issue of the Rotunda. However,
Mr. Rollins commented that the
Student Union budget had risen
from $20,000 to $36,000 over the
past 3 years. In reality, our
budget 3 years ago was $24,000

Students Chance to
"They consider Basic Camp a
great confidence builder and an
excellent way to work themselves
into top shape both mentally and
physically. Equally as important,
they like what ROTC can offer
them both now while they are in
school, and in the future."
"Basic Camp gave me the
opportunity to see the Army as it
really is before I made my
commitment. I'm glad I went,"
said Nick Ciucci, a psychology
major.
"Basic Camp was an
experience! It was hard and it
was challenging; but it was fun.
When you finished you were
proud of yourself and your
friends. The friends you make,
you'll keep. I'm glad I went to
Fort Knox last summer, it made
it easy to make my decision about
the Army. I'd do it again!" says
Tanya Gallop, business major.
Cadet
Major
Larry
Richardson, a 1980 Basic Camp
graduate, says, "Basic Camp
was a lot of fun. I met a lot of
people from all over the country.
The training was challenging and
the social life was fantastic!"
Another benefit of ROTC Basic
Camp is the opportunity to earn a
two-year scholarship. There are
plenty of them available and they
are awarded solely on the basis of
outstanding performance at
camp, not on financial need.
Interested sophomores are
encouraged to stop by and talk to
any ROTC faculty member about
this opportunity. The ROTC
department is on the third floor of
East Ruffner.

- ATTEND -

"ONCE UPON A MATTRESS"

FIGHT
CANCER
WITH A
CHECKUP

I

AND A
CHECK

PRESENTED BY THE LONGWOOD PLAYERS
AND THE DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

FEBRUARY 25-27
JARMAN AUDITORIUM
(LONGWOOD STUDENTS FREE)

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

LANSCOTT GIFT
SHOP

9h£)
OFFERING FREE ENGAGEMEN1
PORTRAIT WITH SPRING AND
SUMMER WEDDINGS BOOKED IN
FEBRUARY AND MARCH.

142 N. MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE, VA.
392-9032

FRATERNITY & SORORITY
STATIONARY, MUGS &
DECALS, T-SHIRTS,
FRATERNITY & SORORITY
LAVALIERES. SWEATERS. CARDS
SALE ON SLUMBER SHIRTS

408 HIGN STREET FARMVILLE, VA.
OPEN MON. SAT., 9-5
CLOSED WEDNESDAY MORNING

All organization* requesting Student Activities Feet, If you
have not submitted your budget forms do so as soon as possible
to Suzanne Costello Box 149.
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Exploring New Realms of the Network
By EDDIE HOLLANDAR
The room is quite ordinary by
collegiate standards:
confederate flag, Frampton
poster, brimming ash trays,
aluminum Budweisers, nothing
new here. Conn wears nikes and
is addicted to sunkist and salem
light. Alaric the cleric was seen
last night wearing a tie to a
cocktail party. Even the dungeon
master is -awkwardly, whatnormal
(the
phrase
is
blasphemy)
handing
out
homemade twelve per cent beer.
"Alcohol helps a lot with
this...keeps the nerves from
fraying." The Dungeon Master
looks up at Conn — "He just
missed ya Conn, the doubledge
hammer chinked off your armor
like this". He joins his hands
above his head, as if in homage,
and brings them down twisting at
the last second with a tongue
slapped click. Conn's eyes are
wide, "Jesus! lucky I spent my
last twenty gold pieces on the
magnate plates." His forehead
has a thin layer of sweat, he
swallows the sunkist. A flip of
fate. The dice. "Shit...missed
again:'
Wait a minute you
have a plus one strength factor
and plus one armor factor". The
Dungeon Master informs him
showing a finger smudged index
card — one of a thousand.
"Another turn of the wheel.
"Man" electric, awe filled
hesitation 'ya killed him Conn".
The blood sticky corpse and
double edged hammer evaporate
with the victory, to the outer
realms of fantasy, where reality
is tailored to the imagination.
The game is Dragons and
Dungeons, D&D to its devotee's.
When first introduced in 1974,
Dragons and Dungeons caught
mostly high school students in its
web of intrique i spiders, yes,
spiders are also a favorite
creature) but lately has been
spiraling outwards catching
college students, elementary
aged children and even adults in
its sticky network.
E. Gary Gygax, a shoemaker
by profession, invented the game
one night thinking of helpful elves
and other such quasi-real
creatures. Apparently coming to
the realization that although the

elves wouldn't actually make the
shoes he could let the elves and
other similar manifestations

The game itself is as
complicated or uncomplicated as
the players wish it. Most prefer

and the dice). According to the of the game, hit the high rolls and
local DM, he is God of all he run like a madman (of which
surveys (the game mostly) and there are a few). Or fight, like
Conn unperturbed by towering
gorillas and black winged
There is even room for a few sensuous
bloodsuckers. You can't win, but
you can die, which spells the end
seductresses, who... may have all
of your character. Reincarnation, however, is not
the charm of Phyllis Diller.
abnormal and taking another
character is as easy as the flick of
make him some money. The the complicated, drawing dozens the other players, remaining Alaric's wand. So the game goes
money took the form of a book or of modules, inventing countless constantly in the dark, must on for years, centuries, forming
a series of books about his mind one eyed four armed things with assume the role of specific mind boggling adventures the
likes of which "Heavy Metal"
couldn't rust.
But a sterling D&D story is not
enough
for
some
avid
participants. A few have been
known to dress up in medieval
costumes and actually get
physically involved in the action
not
Longwood...not
yet
anyhow). I^ast year the game
attracted national attention < and
a somewhat sinister reputation)
when a student dressed in leather
tongs from the University of
Michigan went in search of a
dragon's lair, through the
college's
labrynth
of
underground steam tunnels His
disappearing act lasted a few
weeks until he later turned up
unharmed in Texas.
The average elf, however is
content with a bottle of brew and
vivid
imagination.
An
imagination which, in this game,
unlike a movie or book not only
identifies them with the hero but
makes them the hero. Not that
there aren't heroines, the female
gender seems to be equally
attracted to D&D's romantic
appeal. There is even room for a
few sensuous seductresses, who
in the harsh light of reality, may
have all the charm of Phyllis
Diller.
The game has also been well
received by educators and is
being used by some teachers in
the classroom. Apparently the
game. One consisting of 48 pages the strength of hercules and wit characters:
cleric,
thief, extensive reading and matheof background information on of Mailer. One local Longwood beggarman, magician, elf, (to matical computation (with
monsters spells and treasures, dungeon master (who preferred name a few), all of whom have dice) that are involved in the
the other (called a module) remaining nameless — you can't special abilities. These specific game, are teaching students who
containing a map and room-by- blame him) has mapped out up to characters form a group and normally wouldn't be taught, in a
room description of a dungeon. 40 such modules with towering unlike most other games they do dull academic background.
This basic set sells for about ten cities and dungeons containing an not compete but work claw and Perhaps D&D 302 will replace
Literature
or
dollars and is making Mr. Gygax, intricate maze of halls and rooms claw, so to speak, to survive English
who is now president of the D&D (filled with gold ingots or flaming whatever the DM and dice dream Statistics...But don't bet your bat
company, millions.
dragons depending on his taste up for them. Survival is the name wings on it.

—Movie Review—
By FRED W. CAMPBELL
The 1981 Christmas movie
season (which is, oddly enough,
lasting through February in
Farmville) seems to have change
as its central theme. In many of
the films released this season,
audiences have seen actors and
actresses alike engaged in an
attempt to reconstruct and
redirect their careers. James
Cagney, who several years ago
went into a premature
retirement, has suddenly reemerged as one of the stars of
"Ragtime". Burt Reynolds shed
his careless "Bandit" image to
direct and star in "Sharkey's
Machine", while Steve Martin
turned to a Buzby Berkley style
of song and dance in "Pennies
from Heaven".

Not to be outdone, Sydney
Pollock's "Absense of Malice"
also shows us some changing
stars; namely, Sally Field and
Paul Newman. The film's
primary concern seems to be that
the audience recognize and
appreciate the new images of
these heralded performers but
instead of making these
assertions, "Absense of Malice"
leaves
only
unanswered
questions in its wake.
Sally Field gives a less than
enthusiastic performance as
Megan Carter, a hardnose Lois
Lane type of newspaper reporter,
whose personality can best be
described as overliberated.
Having left her days as Burt
Reynolds' Tonto for critical
praise and our Oscar for "Norm*

Rae", Fields has begun acting in
a serious vein, possibly in an
attempt to gain further
recognition from the Academy.
Unfortunately, she falls short of
this mark in "Absence of
Malice". Her character seems
forced and awkward and lacks
development. The unanswered
question here is, can Sally Field
pull off another serious role of the
same caliber as "Norma Rae"?
The acting trophy for the film
goes to Paul Newman, whose
portrayal of Michael Gallagher,
is somewhat reminiscent of
Marlon Brandow in "On the
Waterfront". For the first time,
Newman demonstrated
convincingly that the cute-boy
image of his "Butch Cassidy"
days is gone. The unanswered

question in this case is, what took
him so long.
"Absence of Malice" also has
its faults separate from the
actors, one being its blah and
often unrealistic script. There is
an attempt to give the viewer an
inside look at the newspaper
business. The problem is, we've
seen it all before. The script
deviates from reality with such
events as Field's haphazard
writing of a story linking
Newman with the disappearance
of a certain Union executive. My
friends in journalism tell me that
writing a story on a whim with no
proof whatsoever is simply just
not done.
Sydney Pollock's directing also

leaves a lot to be desired.
Granted, he had a very weak
script to work with, but such
campy scenes as a paper carrier
delivering papers at dawn to
demonstrate the spreading of the
news show us that Pollack hasn't
changed a bit. Then again, there
is reasonable doubt as to whether
any director could do a good job
directing this film.
"Absence of Malice" fails to
reach the mark set for it by its
previews. For Sally Fields, it's
back to the beginning in her
attempts to establish herself as a
serious actress. For Paul
Newman, it is a giant plus. For
the general audience, it is a
disappointing, rehashed, absence
jf entertainment.
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SPORTS
B-ball gets by All. Christian 64-59
The Ix>ngwood College Mens
Basketball team performed
admirably for most of the first
half but almost blew it in the
second as a comeback by AtlanticChristian's Bulldogs fell just five
points short.
For most of the first half, the
lancers played like a well-timed
machine, amassing a 40-20 lead
with 55 seconds left in the first
half, but then they must have
blown a gasket because for the
rest of the game they were pretty
inept, letting a twenty-point lead
with a minute left in the half
shrink to a three point lead with
plenty of time remaining.
As mentioned, the game
started with longwood blowing
the opponents out of the gym,
playing the fast style game that
they are most comfortable
playing. Defense was a major
contributor to this as AtlanticChristian only managed 12 points
in the first 10 minutes of the
game, 1/ongwood was in a nasty
spread-zone and the result was
humorous turnovers by Atlantic
Christian and several resulting
fast breaks by Longwood.
Offensively, the Lancers
basically did everything that they
wanted to do highlighted by
several successful follow shots by
Randy Johnson, a well-timed
alley-oop from Mike McCroey to
Jerome Kersey and two good
slam-dunks by Ron Orr. Orr's
second dunk was an especially

awesome piece of work as he
went straight up the middle, took
the feed from Mike Testa without
breaking stride and slammed the
ball home one-handed, climaxing
the first half offensive barrage by
the lancers.
Not long after this, though,
Atlantic Christian found the
spark they needed to ignite their
so far dead offense in the
form of a slam by 6-7 center,
James Leggett. No running start
or anything like that was needed
here. I^eggett simply got the ball,
pivoted to position, jumped the
necessary height and rammed
the ball through. No sweat, huh0
Play went evenly and not very
excitingly for the next few
minutes as Atlantic Christian
suddenly turned into a basketball
team again. The last minute of
the half was the turning point for
the Bulldogs as they outscored
Longwood 12-3 cutting the lead to
a manageable 11 points at the
half, 43-32.
The second half was
highlighted by such impressive
statistics as is fouls by Atlantic
Christian and all of three field
goals by longwood. Atlantic
Christian,
led
by
the
performances of Leggett. and
Oary Knox and James Daniel off
the bench, slowly scratched their
way back into the game. By 4:26
left in the game, they were within
three at 56-53. They took
advantage of I/>ngwood's low

free throw percentage by fouling
whenever it was advantageous to
prevent an easy booklet and this
strategy definitely cut into
1-ongwood's point total.
The only high point all half for
the lancers was when Jerome
Kersey stole the ball at midcourt and dribbled towards the
basket for the inevitable flying
one-armed slam-dunk that
brought the fans to their feet, the
Bulldogs to their knees and the
game to a momentary half so
Atlantic Christian could take a
free-throw for a technical on
Kersey for scoring the hell out of
the backboard or something like
that.
But other than that, Longwood
showed no real offense for the
half, mainly due to a tenacious
and downright dirty defense by
Atlantic Christian, but there were
still enough bad shots to give the
I^ancers some reason to be
ashamed of their second half
performance. Longwood finally
felt the heat though and
outscored the Bulldogs 8-6 in the
last four minutes to escape with
the victory: 64-59.
Photo by Mark Segal
High points men for Longwood
were Joe Remar and Mike
Mike McCroey, who, along with Randy Johnson, played his last
McCroey with 17 points apiece game in Lancer Hall, goes for the layup.
and high rebounds went to
Jerome Kersey with 10. And
Coach Luther was just plain
happy to see his team score only
three second half field goals and
still win.
Four lx)ngwood wrestlers ran
Freshman wrestler Steve
into some stiff competition in the Albeck (SPRINGFIELD)
NCAA Div. II Eastern Regional recently set school records for
Tournament at Springfield i MA) wins in a season 120) and pins in a
Saturday
and Sunday. The season
for the last 3 years. He gives
(8).
For
his
credit to his pal Remar for much lancers failed to place in the top accomplishments, the 142of his success. "Playing with Joe three in their respective weight pounder has been named
for so long he knows my moves classes, losing any hopes of Ixmgwood College Player of the
for
national Week for the period February 12inside and he gives me the good qualifying
pass for a layup," said Orr. "I competition.
19. Player of the Week is chosen
"The
competition
was
very
know my shooting range and I
by the Longwood Sports
only take the shots in that tough," said lancer coach Steve Information Office.
Nelson. Wrestlers that we lost to
range."
Albeck turned in a 4-0 record in
Orr is also third on the Lancer reached the finals in three of the action last week, winning
all-time rebounding list with 411. four weight classes we entered. decisions from three opponents
He said "playing tough inside" is We didn't perform well at i Loyola, Newport News and
regionals, but we still had a great Towson State) while pinning his
the key to good rebounding.
Majoring in social work, season."
foe from Washington & I-ee.
Making the trip to Springfield Standing 20-10 heading into
Remar and Orr have made
steady
improvement
in were: Mike Hackett at 118 regional competition Saturday
academics as well as basketball. pounds, Captain Steve Albeck at and Sunday, Albeck won one of
New study habits and positive 142, Dana Dunlap at 167 and Joe three matches to end up 21-12 for
attitudes about education have Bass at 177.
the season.
figured in their success. Social
Hackett won one of his three
Captain of the team in his first
Work Department Chairman matches to finish at 15-8 for the season of collegiate wrestling,
Oeorge Stonikinis said, "Joe and season. Albeck, who set school Albeck was one of several
Ron are constantly improving records for pins and victories grapplers who helped Ixmgwood
and continuing to grow in their during the season, also took one turn things around after
commitment to become pro- of his three bouts and ended up consecutive seasons of 1-9, 1-11
fessional
human
service 21-12. He lost decisions 16-7 to and 3-12. The lancers finished up
workers."
Southern Connecticut and 13-4 to 9-9 this season and broke
In spite of the heavy demands Mansfield.
virtually every school record in
Dunlap, who ended up 16-11-1, the process.
that basketball makes on them,
Orr and Remar have worked had only one chance to compete
A district champ in wrestling at
hard to keep up their grades and and dropped a 6-1 decision to West Springfield High School,
maintain their eligibility. Both Cummings of Hampton Institute. Albeck placed fourth in the state
are pointing toward degrees in Getting a first round bye, Bass in 1981 and was the outstanding
Social Work.
dropped three decisions after senior on his team.
"Joining the Army R.O.T.C. being ahead in two of the
Majoring in business, Steve is
program here at Ixmgwood has matches. The junior placed sixth the son of Mr. and Mrs. William
been
important
in
my and ended the season with a 17-8 H. Albeck of Springfield.
academics," said Orr. "The record.
program has taught me how to
Despite the disappointing Richmond and Lynchburg twice
apply myself." Remar said showing in the regionals, and topped several other Div. I
Longwood's wrestlers had a fine teams while compiling a 9-9
(Continued on Page 8)
season. The I^ancers defeated mark, best in school history.

Orr, Remar Vital in Lancer Basketball

RON ORR

MIKE McCROEY

By GARY THORNHILL
Longwood's men's basketball
team has compiled a record of 6120 over the past three seasons and
a pair of Elizabeth, New Jersey
natives have played key roles in
that success.
Joe Remar, a 6-0 junior guard,
and Ron Orr, a 6-6 junior center,
have been starters for three
seasons, helping the lancers to a
28-3 record in 1979-80 and a berth
in the Final Four in Division III, a
record of 19-9 in 1980-81 and 14-8
so far this season. Counting two
years at Elizabeth High School.
Remar and Orr have played
together the last five seasons.
A solid scorer and playmaker,
Remar holds the game, season
and career assist records for the
1-ancers. With a career total of
379, he once handed out 15 assists
in a game. In the 1980-81 season
he dished out 145 assists to set the
record for assists in a season.
Handing out assists isn't the
only thing Remar does well.
Presently, he is second in career
points with 992. With two games
left in the season he may well go
over the 1,000 point mark. Remar
says experience has helped him
develop as a basketball player, i
concentrate more on what I'm
doing now and I can handle
pressure better," he said. "1 have
gained more confidence in myself
as the years have gone by."
Orr is the lancer career field
goal percentage leader. He is
presently shooting 61.3 per cent

Grapplern halter
In Regional

A1 beck Player
of Week
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SPORTS
Rugby Loses to United 20-16
The Iiongwood College Rugby
Football Club played to the
United Rugby Football Club's
performance level but simply not
get the ball past the goal line
when they got within range in
their losing effort of 20-16
Saturday afternoon on a rather
small field at the President's
house.
United took the initiative at the
start and drove down far enough
to successfully kick a field goal
giving the fans a first glance at
what was United's biggest
advantage of the game's kicking.
The score now being 3-0,
IiOngwood drove down the field,
got very close and was then
repelled by United, whose
defense tightened up vastly when
threatened with a score.
The action was even for a
while. Then United got a break
and advanced the ball far enough
to kick another field goal making
the score 6-0. Before long,
Longwood was knocking on
United's door again but United's
defense, apparently not in a very
receptive mood, held up again,
forcing lx>ngwood to attempt a
field goal from a bad angle which
Marty Mann scruffed.
So to this point, Ixmgwood had
gotten to within spitting distance
of United's goal twice and come
up with nothing while United had
barely been inside Ixwigwood's 22
meter line on two occasions and
kicked two fine field goals. What

Ixuigwood needed was a quick
strike and that was what they
eventually got when Vaugn
Jipner broke through the initial
line of United defenders and
started on a run for the goal.
Bringing down Jipner is about as
easy as keeping down Slater's
food but some little guy nailed
him good at about the 22 meter
line and he had to release the
ball. Fortunately, some of
Longwood's backs followed him
down the field and were right on
top of the ball when Jipner gave it
up, getting it out to Guy
Delauderantes , who scampered
in with it on the far right side.
Marty Mann was good with the
extra points and Longwood was
now on top 8-6.
United got back in to the lead
shortly after on a literal gift. A
long punt from a United back
bounced just right for United and
just wrong for the receiver, Guy
DeLauderantes, who had to chase
the ball clear into the end zone,
still had trouble getting a handle
on the ball and had his return
kick blocked, whereupon United,
having a numbers advantage
easily got the ball past the goal
for their first try of the game. The
extra points attempt was good
making the score 14-8, United.
It was a great kick that caused
the United-try and as a result,
United would do a good deal of
kicking for the rest of the game.
They worked their way downfield

and near the end of the half had a
scrum-down situation within five
yards of the goal. Normally the
two teams could push about
equally in the scrum but this
time, United smelled blood. They
pushed longwood clear past the
goal line keeping the ball
underfoot until it too was in the
end-zone, whereupon their scrum
half pounced on it for the try,
making the score 20-8. The points
after attempt failed and the half
soon ended.
In the second half, United got
down close a couple of times but
they would score no more as
longwood got tough on defense.
Problem
was,
whenever
Longwood got close, someone
from United would just kick the
ball clear out to midfield and
longwood would have to start
another drive and usually have
the same thing happen again.
One time, though, this was not
the case. Kurt Mueller toed the
ball to himself from five yards
out and got right to the line before
meeting resistance. The ball got
loose in the end-zone and Doug
Woods dropped on it giving
Ixmgwood its second try. Mann
successfully converted again and
the score was now 20-16: United.
Time expired soon after, though,
and United's victory was
preserved at 20-16. The B game
ended in no score.

Riding 6th in Show
The Ixmgwood Riding Team
travelled to Sweet Briar College
Friday to compete in their first
show this semester. longwood
finished sixth overall, boasting
individual results of one first, and
three second place ribbons.
Coach Marty Whitlock is very
pleased with the young team's
efforts both this semester and
last semester. There were four
shows last semester. "I think
we've done exceptionally well —
we have four members of a ten
member team who have moved

up a division by winning the
required number of points. Mary
Brockwell, a freshman, has
already qualified for regionals.
She has gotten three blues (first
place) and two seconds. Pam
Svaboda and Bryan Farrar both
attended the National Finals last
year and both need a few points to
qualify for regionals this year."
Coach Whitlock is concerned
that many students do not
understand the complexities of
the Riding Team competitions.
When the Riding Team competes,

Gymnasts Finish Season
With Win-Host State
Championships
Saturday
By LISA SPENCER
The Longwood gymnasts
closed their regular season
Saturday with wins over Towson
State and Frostburg. The Lady
Lancers scored 129.0 to Towson's
128.35 and Frostburg's 111.9 to up
their record to 7-4. Kathy Idelson
won the all-around with 32.60.
The gymnasts will now begin
preparing to host the VAIAW
State Championships in lancer
Hall at 2:00 p.m. Saturday.
Longwood will be vying for the
top spot along with James
Madison, Radford, and William
& Mary. I^ast year the I^ady
I oncers placed second in the
overall competition, and first in
Division II with Radford and
W&M second and third.
Lady I^ancers' coach Ruth
Budd predicts that the
competition will be a close one,
and that the title is up for grabs.
"All the teams that are
competing are about the same
skill level this year," she
commented. "The winner will
probably be the team that can
stick its beam routines."
Boasting the top competitors in
the state in vaulting and floor
exercise, Longwood stands a
good chance of taking the title
this year. Freshman Dayna
Hankinson has won the floor
exercise event in every in-state
competition this season. Another
freshman, Kelly Crepps, has won
the vaulting competition in every

it competes against every
available team in the region, and
there are now eighteen teams in
this region. Some of these include
Mary Washington, U.Va.,
William and Mary, and
Randolph-Macon's Women's
College.
The team members and their
individual scores in Friday's
The Ixmgwood I^Crosse Club
show are as follows: Open has been organized here on
Division: Pam Svaboda, 6th on campus. The club is open to all
flat, 4th over fences, Carol members of the longwood
community and welcomes
(Continued on Page 8)
anybody who wants to learn
about one of the upcoming games
in the country! At their last
meeting the following officers
were elected: Bruce Lindeman —
Pres.; D.J. Walters - Vice
Pres.; Mike Atkins — Treasurer;
Karl Kiracofe — Game
Secretary; Capt. Tom Stanford —
Advisor. The club plans to
organize informal practices this
spring to introduce the players to
the game and learn the basic

meet. These two gymnasts, along
with Monica Chandler and Kathy
Idelson have also been strong in
the all-around competition for the
Ix*dy lancers.
This state championship will be
an extra special one for senior
gymnast Kathy Idelson. Kathy
who became logwood's first
Ail-American in any sport in 1979,
will be graduating this May. She
has been a strong and consistent
gymnast for longwood since her
first competition. Kathy has
qualified for nationals every
season, and was selected the 1979
Female Athlete of the Year for
Ixmgwood. She also holds the
Longwood scoring record in the
balance beam (8.65).
Ixmgwood's bid for the state
title will be hampered by the loss
of sophomore Kim Pickel to an
injury. Kim tore a ligament in
her leg while warming up in
vaulting against Duke and
UMBC. She will be unable to
compete for the rest of the
season.
The state championships will
be enhanced now by the donation
of a travelling trophy to the
winner of the Division II team
title. This trophy, inspired by the
father of ex-W&M gymnast Jan
Roltsch, is donated to the
competition in the memory of the
late Lisa Winkler, a gymnast who
competed for both Ixmgwood and
W&M.

LaCrosse Organized
fundamentals and skills of the
game.
If you are interested in learning
about the game of I^Crosse,
there are no prerequisites except
the desire to learn and compete!
The club will meet again
Wednesday night, February 24,
at 6:30 in rooms 311 E. Kuffner. If
you have any questions
concerning the club, feel free to
contact Bruce lindeman at 3923339 (322 Cox). Plans to play
games against other clubs and
collegiate teams are in the
making. Your participation is
needed to make these plans a
possibility!

Inside the IAA
Women's Basketball - A League 1st Alpha Gamma Delta, 2nd
place Wheeler Wheels, 3rd place playoff will be Feb. 23 at 8:30:
Alpha Sigma Tau vs. Crazy S'l
B league 1st place Basement Buddiea, 2nd place Tabb-a-Keg
Ping-pong 1st place Ronnie Reese, 2nd place Donnie Reese
Spades entry blanks are due March 4. Co-ed volleyball doubleelimination tournament is going on. 21 teams have entered.
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Orr, Remar
Vital
(Continued from Page 8)
simply that studying harder had
helped improve his grades.
When asked why he came to
Longwood, Orr replied, "I
thought Longwood would be a
challenge academically and it's
away from home. Longwood was
expanding in sports and
academics and I wanted to be a
part of it." Orr said he had
enjoyed his time at Longwood.
"It's a small school and I can
make my presence known here,"
said Remar. The growing
basketball program also played a
major role in his decision.
When reflecting on their years
here, both said that they enjoyed
all the people they had met and
plan to complete their education
at Ixmgwood.
Since journeying south three
years ago Orr and Remar have
made their mark at Longwood.
The New Jersey connection has
been a productive one for Lancer
basketball.

CLASSIFIEDS
$ BUY $ SELL $
The Rotunda Will Be Printing
Classified Ads Or Personals.
All ads are to be turned in the Friday before publication. They are to be
typed and prepaid. Cost is 15* a word. Send to THE ROTUNDA, Box 1133,
Longwood College, Farmville, Va. 23901.

Riding Show
(Continued from Page 7)
Gardner, 4th on flat, 4th over
fences; Intermediate: Bryan
Farrar, 2nd on flat, 2nd over
fences; Novice: Beth Wiley, 5th
on flat, 1st over fences, Amy Jo
Poor, 6th on flat, 6th over fences,
Elizabeth Thoren, 6th on flat, 6th
over fences; Advanced WalkTrot — Canter: Amy Shaffner,
4th, Betsy Chalmers, 5th;
Beginner Walk-Trot — Canter:
Mary Brockwell, 2nd; Advanced
Walk-Trot: Carol Turner, 6th.
The next show will be Feb. 26 at
U. Va.

Remember family or friends
with Special Occasion,
Get Well or Memorial cards.

American Heart
Association

*

;HTING FOR YOUR LIFE

\

Therapeutic
Recreation

I'm more optimistic with the new
President."

(Continued from Page 1)
with TRO extensively in
preparing for the week. "All we
want is to bring an awareness
of the difficulties handicaps
face on a campus such as this.
There are a lot of architectural
barriers around here which
hampers a person in a
wheelchair. The stairs in Hiner
and Lankford building are a good
example. A lot of the problem is
the symbolic gestures they make.
For instance while President
Willett was here they put in the
curb cut between Wygal and
Lankford building — it's
absolutely useless, it doesn't lead
anywhere and if it did cars are
always blocking it anyhow. But
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Don't let
your type
become a
rare one.
Donate
Blood.

+

American
Red Cross

(§, The American National Red C'oss 1981

FARMVILLE VISION CENTER
Specializing In Affordable Fashion And Designer

EASTER PORTRAIT
SPECIAL

A HAIR *r '
"The look of tomorrow—
at yvBterday't /irirvs!"

Eyewear...Silhouette, Logo Of Paris, Dior.

HAIRCUT - $3.00
SHAMPOO AND SET — $3.30
SHAMPOO. CUT. AND BLOW DRY — $11.00

Appointments welcome, but not
always necessary.

205 N. Main Street
■ACK Of TMI IITHH MAT STOM

Phone 392-5481
1 8x10 IN COLOR
ONLY $9.95
BY APPOINTMENT
FEBRUARY 23 MARCH 9

ROBERT T. FORE
PHOTOGRAPHY

WE WILL GLADLV ARRANGE FOR EYE REFRACTIONS

119 N MAIN ST., FARMVILLE
392 8710

COLLEGE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

POI'IOIU

will b« ready by March It

— Mourn —
Monday - Friday. 9:00 A.M. 5:00 P.M.
Saturday. 9:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

AND CONTACT LENS EXAMINATIONS

(804) 392-8408

BETTY THOMPSON — Owner

J

